
Getting Your Team 
Started With NVIDIA  
and Generative AI



Ready to get started?

Apply for an evaluation of NVIDIA AI Enterprise today.
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Generative AI has limitless potential. It can augment your workforce by automating 
processes, significantly increasing productivity. It can summarize and analyze data, 
provide first drafts of reports, generate code, and reveal customer insights.

However, many companies don’t know how to begin their journey with 
generative AI, as new tools, models, and software are constantly being 
developed. The good news is you don’t have to go from zero to full speed 
immediately. There are various ways to familiarize yourself  with the 
technologies to identify the solutions that best suit your needs. 

Here are four steps to get started:

Explore 
Begin by exploring how generative AI technologies can benefit your business. 
With NVIDIA NGC™, a portal of enterprise services, software, tools, and 
support, your team can delve into different gen AI applications with ease. 
Learn about fully managed services, or use performance-optimized software 
to build and deploy solutions on cloud, on-prem, and edge systems.

NVIDIA AI Foundation models let you engage with gen AI models from a 
browser without any setup. You can customize these models and take them to 
production with NVIDIA AI Enterprise. 

Enroll 
Transform your workforce through the development of key skills and 
hands-on experience. Choose from bundled self-paced online and live 
courses, instructor-led workshops, executive briefings, and enterprise-level 
reporting. NVIDIA Training offers comprehensive AI training and certification. 
Our generative AI learning paths include customized curriculum for both 
developers and administrators.  

Experience 
Test, prototype, and deploy your own applications and models against the 
latest and greatest that NVIDIA has to offer. Get started with an NVIDIA AI 
workflow reference example, and then try it out on NVIDIA LaunchPad. 

NVIDIA LaunchPad provides free access to enterprise NVIDIA hardware and software 
through an internet browser, letting you experience the power of AI with end-to-end 
solutions through guided hands-on labs or as a development sandbox. 

Evaluate 
See firsthand how to streamline the development and deployment of 
generative AI in your own environment. Our free, 90-day evaluation license lets 
you try NVIDIA AI Enterprise, an end-to-end, cloud-native software platform, 
on your compatible on-premises system or in the cloud.

https://enterpriseproductregistration.nvidia.com/?LicType=EVAL&ProductFamily=NVAIEnterprise
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/ai-data-science/generative-ai/
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/gpu-cloud/
https://catalog.ngc.nvidia.com/ai-foundation-models
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/training/
https://nvdam.widen.net/s/rvsgdxpfkz/dli-generative-ai-llm-learning-path-2740963
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/launchpad/

